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Osmium is a precious metal. It is unknown - the rarest and most individual of all.
Until a few years ago it was not even possible to own it as private investor or use it in
an incomparable piece of jewellery.
Although discovered in the early 1800’s it has been only used in specific alloys to put
certain strengths into metal products. The main crux was the toxicity of raw Osmium
as well as its scarcity.
About 25 years ago a team of metallurgists around the team of the German Osmium institute found a way to crystallize this magic 8th precious metal – and the way
began to make it to a real superstar as crystallization made it losing all toxicity.
It is so rare that one must imagine a row of 250 trucks of platinum are which is needed to get one single ounce of raw Osmium at the end – although this is just the
beginning – as the crystallization process is another important keystone to its success – a process which had been developed over decades.
Crystallized Osmium is such a unique product – so amazingly beautiful – sparkling and reflecting light like a million diamonds. Once this is detected by the global
jewellery industry there will be a run. Only a few top-notch Swiss watch makers have
realised this fact and implemented Osmium into their product portfolio.
The only crux is – this will all be over soon, as there is not enough of this element on
our planet. If all minable Osmium on mother earth is brought to daylight, we will see
a cube of 2m side length. Not much at all – almost unbelievable.
And this is where the OiCOiN story starts: Knowing how to crystallize – having access
and mining options on hand, the German Osmium Institute is able to market this
super-precious product globally.
The proceeds are used to set up a worldwide network of national Osmium Institutes
– lead by the German headquarter – to introduce crystallized Osmium first to investors and secondly to the jewellery industry.
History has tought us, that chemical elements – once they are established and running short in supply – skyrocket in pricing. The main difference to Osmium is the fact,
that we are not running short in supply. We will run out of the product on the planet
– there is no more to be mined.
Therefore, we anticipate a “Big Bang” in pricing after this happens. At present crystallized Osmium is already sold at almost 30 times the price of gold. And this is only
the beginning.
OiCOiN invites to challenge the global markets. With your investment we will build a
network of Osmium institutes globally which will organise the national markets and
prepare the market entries of this magical product.
In return 10% of all global revenue (not profitability!) will go to the coin-holders. An already established, well working and profitable business will roll out an exciting wave
of a real high-tech engineered product combined with the exclusive charm of top
notch jewellery – unseen before.
Join us – join the rise of Osmium!
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